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To detect changes
clients poll the root of
the webdav endpoint 

storage providers
contain propagation 
in a tree 

changes need to be
propagated to the root 
of a tree 

share mount points 
are persisted in the 
tree as references 

to provide the etag of 
/home and 
/home/MyShares 
the gateway
stats /home and all
accepted shares 
(and caches the result
with a TTL)

to return an etag 
to the clients the ocdav
service stats /home 

to provide the gateway 
with the address of /home
the storage registry
currently uses a static
mapping of path or storage
id to address, eg.: 
/home=localhost:9154

Here be graph theory dragonsservicesclients changes by
other users 

cross storage etag
propagation is an ocdav
problem. do not make it a
cs3 problem



Dynamic storage registry with root stat cache

storage 
registry with 

<storageid>:<nodeid> 
based stat cache

ocdav

storage 
providerPROPFIND /webdav

To detect changes
clients poll the root of
the webdav endpoint 

storage providers
contain propagation 
in a tree 

changes need to be
propagated to the root 
of a tree 

mount point location 
is no longer tied to
storage providers

the gateway fetches the 
list of storages a user has
access to from the storage
registry. this includas the
root nodes of shares and a
stat result 

to return an etag for / 
the ocdav service fetches
the list of storages a user
has access to and returns
the youngest etag.

to provide the gateway 
with the stat results the
storage registry stats the
storages and caches the
result for shares. This
reduces the number of stat
requests to the root of every
share to 1 per TTL,
regardless who stated it

push service

Push notifications root etag updates

gateway

Here be graph theory dragonsservicesclients

push notifications are
completely optional and
can be enabled per
storage


